Circuit Breakers

- Molded Case Circuit Breakers
- Insulated Case Circuit Breakers
- Air Circuit Breakers
- Bolt On
- Plug In
- Feed Thru
- Non Automatic Switch
- Thermal Magnetic
- Magnetic Only
- Solid State
- Fixed Mount
- Draw Out
- Electrically Operated
- Manually Operated
- Ground Fault Protection
- Shunt Trips
- UVR's
- Auxiliaries
- Mounting Hardware

Now Stocking the NEW PowerPact Series Breakers

Frames we offer:
- 99
- A1
- A1B
- A1L
- EDB
- EGB
- EH
- EHB
- EJB
- DCL
- DJL
- FA
- FAL
- FC
- FCL
- FCJ
- FDA
- FGA
- FJA
- FH
- FHL
- FI
- FIF
- FIL
- FY
- GJL
- HDA
- HDL
- HGA
- HGL
- HJA
- HJL
- HOM
- IF
- IFL
- IK
- IKL
- IL
- JDA
- JDL
- JGA
- JGL
- JJA
- JJJ
- KA
- KAL
- KC
- KCL
- KCJ
- KDL
- KH
- KHL
- KL
- LA
- LAL
- LC
- LCL
- LE
- LEL
- LH
- LHL
- LI
- LX
- LXL
- MA
- MAL
- ME
- MEL
- MGA
- MGF
- MGL
- MH
- MHL
- MX
- MXL
- NA
- NAL
- NC
- NE
- NEL
- NHL
- NX
- NXL
- PAF
- PAL
- PCF
- PCL
- PEF
- PGA
- PGL
- PJA
- PJF
- PJL
- PXF
- RGA
- RGF
- RGL
- RJA
- RJF
- RJJ
- RLA
- RLF
- RLL
- Q1
- Q1B
- Q1L
- Q1U
- Q2
- Q2L
- Q2M
- Q4
- Q4L
- QBA
- QBL
- QDA
- QDL
- QGA
- VQGL
- QE
- QO
- QOB
- QOM
- QOU
- SDT
- SEHD
- SED
- SEH
- SEF
- SL
- XO
- Y1B

We stock Square D Type SED & SEF Power Circuit Breakers Complete with Micro-Logic Series B trip

24 Hour Sales & Support  |  Online Ordering & Tracking  |  Same Day Shipping  |  We Drop Ship Blind

call: 303-816-6942
fax: 303-648-5077
email: sales@WidespreadSales.com

We are a surplus supplier of the brands we sell
Bus Plugs

- 3 Wire & 4 Wire - 240V, 480V & 600V - Fusible & Breaker Types - Neutral & Ground Kit Assemblies -

Types we offer:
- I-Line I & I-Line II - PQ - PBQ - PFA - PFH - PFC - PFI - PKA - PKH - PKC - PKI - PBLA - PBLC - PLA - PTMA -
  - PTPA - PTQ - PS - 100AMP BUSWAY - PIN-FA - PON-QO Round Bar Style SD -

Switches

- Disconnect Safety Switches - Fusible & Non-Fusible - 240V, 480V & 600V - Indoor "N1" - Dust Tight "N12" -
  - Outdoor "N3R" - Stainless Steel "N4X" - Heavy Duty - Service Entrance Rated - 30A-2000A Switches available -
  - Fusible Panel Mount Switches -

Types we offer:
- Saflex type QMB - type QMB-D2 - type QMB-E1 -

MOUNTING HARDWARE KITS AVAILABLE FOR ALL QMB SWITCHES

Motor Control

MCC Buckets - Feeder & Combination type - from 6"- 48"
Breaker type & Fusible - 240V, 480V & 600V, 30A - 1200A

Types we offer:
- Model 3 - Model 4 - Model 5 - Model 6 -

Motor Starters - Current & Obsolete models, Class 9998, Type 8536, Across the line, Combination, Two Speed, Reversing, Reduced Voltage, Thermal & Solid State types from size 00-8

Contact kits - Available for all Class 9998 Contactors & Motor Starters
Size 00-6 - In Stock now SL-2, SL-3, SL-4, SL-7, SL-9, SL-11, SL-26

Magnetic Coils - We have a variety of control voltages configurations available in both AC & DC from 12V-600V

Thermal Heater Elements - All amperage ranges for current and obsolete model motor starters 0.1A - 350 Full Load Amps "FLA" - type B, type A, type AU & type CC

Overload Relays - Thermal & Micro Logic Solid State Adjustable Overload Relays for Motor Starters size 00-8

Let us build your Pump Panel. Let us design & build your MCC Line-up.
Rebuild, Testing & Certification services available.